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Message from the president: Keith Dwire

Convention 2021
While we had no option but to cancel this year’s convention, I assure you
that plans are coming along quite nicely for Convention 2021 in Grand
Haven, MI. Cec and Betz Bradshaw hosted memorable past conventions
in Grand Haven (2011) and in Grand Rapids (2016).
Just a teaser for you: 2021 marks the 30-year Celebration of CBCS, and
Cec has some very special plans in store. I won’t steal his thunder, but I
want to let you know You Won’t Want To Miss It!
News from your CBCS Board of Directors.
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Since the BOD normally meets annually at the convention, we met
virtually over ZOOM on October 3 to discuss and conduct the business
needing our attention. We reviewed and accepted the Secretary report for
both the BOD and General Assembly from 2019, the Treasurer’s Report
for Fiscal Year ending April 30, 2020 plus updates since then, and the
current Membership Report.
We also accepted the new slate of officers whose terms end in 2023. They
are:
• Cec Bradshaw, Newsletter Editor and Vice President
• Jim Herzog, Membership Secretary
• Joe Wheeler, Webmaster (and technology guru) replacing retiring
BOD Member Dan Betz
Other Board Members continue in their same positions. See the full listing
along with BOD minutes, Prior Newsletters, and more on our website at
http://cribbageboardcollectorssociety.org/ . Joe is doing a great job
keeping it current.
Many of you are contemplating new computer board purchases, or
possibly weeding your own collections. I found a site called
http://worthpoint.com while searching the general category of Cribbage
Board Collecting on the internet. It requires a subscription that is a bit
spendy, but they do offer a 7-day free trial. You might like to check it out.
If anyone is aware of other sites that do something similar, perhaps you
could pass that along. Don’t forget we have a Facebook group that would
enjoy information like this as well!
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Welcome new members:
#333 Chris and Dave Angell, Fairibault, MN (Maker of the 2019
Minnesota Convention Board)
#334 Dennis P. Skea, Poughkeepsie, NY
#335 Diane Schaible, Waverly, MN
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2021 CBCS Convention – Grand Haven/Spring Lake Michigan
Hosted by Cec and Betz Bradshaw
Cribbage Board Collector’s Society’s 30th Anniversary

Mark your calendars! September 24 and 25, 2021 are the dates for the 2021 Convention.
The CBCS 30th Anniversary Celebration! Thirty years ago, Bette Bemis, formed our society
comprised of cribbage board collector enthusiasts. And here we are today – a wonderful mix
of people from all walks of life with a common passion. We must take time to celebrate that.
Our event next year will be held at the beautiful, recently remodeled, Holiday Inn in Spring
Lake Michigan. This is a picture of our convention space, overlooking the Grand River and
the marina.

The hotel has given us a wonderful room rate of $109.99 per night. What a pleasant place
to spend a few days.
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September in Michigan offers beautiful sunsets and mild fall temperatures. We will have an
informal Thursday evening together at the “Burger Theory” restaurant located in the hotel.
The menu consists of craft burgers, appetizers, salads, entrees, mason jar desserts, local
craft beers, and wood fired pizzas.
We are going to shake things up a bit on Friday evening. Instead of the traditional group
dinner at a local restaurant, we are going to host a special event entertained by the musical
group “Steel Doin It”. This is a steel pan band based in Spring Lake. It is the oldest steel pan
band in West Michigan and was formed in September 2001. They are celebrating their 20 th
anniversary and will bring the “Real” sounds of the islands to our event. While enjoying the
sounds of the islands, we will be savoring some wonderful hors devours along with different
beverage offerings. The cost of this event will be covered by the society.

The balance of our agenda will pretty much follow our traditional format of game
tournaments and presentations, “show and tell”, contests for the most desirable, ugliest,
and most unusual boards, and silent auction offerings.
There will be more information in the February and May newsletters. But in the meantime,
plan a vacation in Western Michigan – you will not be disappointed!
Let’s make this a very special 30th anniversary celebration.
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A Few of my Favorite Things: Miniature Brass
Coons

Terry

#187

How’s that for a niche? All these are considerably smaller than a standard board. Due to age of
manufacture, none are marked; probably English? The first is a box with a hinged lid. Closed, it is
5” long. The holes are tiny. I supplied pegs from Modeler’s Central in Australia; these pegs are sold
as mini brass belaying pins for ships but are suited for boards with tiny peg holes.

This one is 5 ¾” long. Four stub feet plus one in the middle for stability.

OK, below (top) is my smallest board. The playing surface is <1.5”. The pipe tamper is 1” across.
Contains two tiny bone dice and a complete set of 28 tiny brass dominoes. I’ve tried the Modeler’s
Central tiny brass pegs, but the presence of the dominoes prevents the pegs from “seating”.
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The second in this photo I obtained from Peter Leach at a CBCS silent auction. It’s 4 ½” long, with
a drawer. Again, no markings. Second photo shows them opened.

This one is a tiny, shiny board, 3 ¾”” long (add an extra inch for the “knob”). Elaborate bun feet.
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And my latest treasure: A replica Victorian folding library game table in brass. Has an elaborate
folding mechanism (see second photo). Top is 5” across; height (opened) is 3 ½”. Due to the serious
construction, weight is over 2 lbs!

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

HAVE BOARD WILL TRAVEL – Larry Snow
Travel in the face of the ongoing pandemic means Road Trip. In October Margie and I decided to get
out of Dodge (okay, Denver) and do some asphalt cruising. We traveled by Interstate then state
highway and eventually scenic bi-way to the Grand Canyon. In addition to trails along the south rim,
we hiked down Bright Angel (rating: Hard) into the belly of the canyon. The multi-colored layers
and striations, sun chasing shadows and clefts creating others, grew more amazing the deeper we
went. At times we had to step aside for riders on burro and were careful not to step into any of their
leavings. Other than steep, the trail didn’t seem that bad. But that was the descent. The climb back
up was more rigorous, an elevation gain of +/- 1,200 feet, as opposed to 4,980 feet, had we hiked all
to Phantom Ranch at the bottom. Four miles in, hot and sweaty, we climbed a boulder and settled
down for lunch.
Two days later we left the Grand Canyon for Zion National Park where we decided to tackle yet
another celestial trail: Angel’s Landing, 5 mile round trip with an elevation gain of 1,630 feet, rating:
Difficult. The first ½ mile was so easy I thought we took the wrong trail. NOT. We rounded a bend
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and came to Walter’s Wiggles, a set of 21 steep switchbacks named after the 1919 era park’s first
superintendent. The hike was grueling yet magnificent, its upper strata traversed by latching onto a
limp chain and using footholds gouged into the side of a sheer cliff. We opted to forego the last half
mile, a chain rail the only restraint from a 1,600 foot fall. Instead, we offed our backpacks, sat on a
mostly flat slab and ate lunch while overlooking a formation with a series of enjoined spires called
The Organ. And, yes, as in the Grand Canyon, we relaxed with a game of Cribbage while admiring
the view.
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ODE TO SIR JOHN
By: Larry Snow

Now everyone knows the tale of Johnny and the Devil
Hell-of-a contest down Georgia way
A golden fiddle, the prize offered
At stake, good Johnny’s soul

Fire on the Mountain,
Chicken in the bread pan pickin’ out dough
Johnny done licked the Devil that day
Not the first Johnny to have a go at the Devil

John Suckling had that honor, Sir John as knighted
Norfolk-bred, 17th Century bard, Cribbage his claim to fame
“How good art thou?” the Devil baited the Cavalier poet
“I invented the game. Methinks, I’m the best that’s ever been.”

The Devil clapped his hands, torches ignited, lighting the castle hall like day
“I expect ye wouldn’t know, but I’m a player, too. I challenge, thee.”
From his cloak, the Devil drew a golden board and placed it on a game table
“If thou winnest, this comely set is thine. Lose, though, and thy soul is mine.”

Sir John eyed the Devil’s shiny board, stroked his moustache and nodded
Double-five tracks, thirty holes down and thirty back, single hole for the win
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Two golden pegs per pone, one to mark, one to count, follower turns leader
52 card pack, Aces low, no Jokers (the latter, yet to be conceived)

Sir John cut first, a scant quarter down
5 red pips, suit of Diamonds
The Devil cut deep, Ace of Spades
“I winneth the deal,” said he

The Devil shuffled then fanned the cards,
Made a stream of the entire pack and shuffled again
He dealt five apiece, face down, alternating, pone first
Discards, two from each player, they cast to the Devil’s Crib

Sir John cut the pack and the Devil turned up a Knave
“Two for his Nobs,” said the Devil, and pegged them
Sir John studied his cards then led with a Three of Clubs
The Devil played a Three of Hearts, pegged two for the pair

Sir John nodded politely and held up a Three of Spades
“Nine,” said he, “Six points for a Pair Royale,” and pegged them
The Devil winked at Sir John and laid down a Three of Diamonds
“Twelve,” said he, “And twelve for the Double-Pair Royale.”

“Fifteen-two, fifteen-four, and a pair maketh six,” Sir John counted
“Two pairs maketh four,” The Devil summed his playing hand
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Next, he turned up his Crib hand: a Five, a Ten, a Knave and a Queen
“Fifteen-two, -four, -six, -eight and a double-run maketh sixteen.”

The Devil ordered drinks, Scotch Whisky in honor of Prince Charlie
Ladies summoned from a nearby brothel served them
Sir John did not permit himself to be distracted
He, too, had addled contenders with tarts and spirits
And so it went, pegs marching, Cribs traded, whisky smooth, ladies touchy
The Devil, nine points shy of the win, pegged first, a double-run for eight
Sir John, down more than thirty, counted, rounding the corner plus two
The Devil cackled. “Thy soul is mine, Suckling.”

“Prythee, rein thy horses, sire,” said Sir John. “I’ve yet to count my Crib.”
The knighted poet turned the discards over: three Fives and a Knave of Diamonds
The Devil gawked at the hole card he, himself, had cut: the Five of Diamonds
Sir John pegged twenty-nine points for the win, leaving the Devil in the Lurch

Sir John loaded cards, pegs and golden board into his velvet satchel
He took the last swallow of the Devil’s whisky and bowed to the ladies’ fair
Before striding out the castle door, the gallant troubadour turned and said,
“I warned thee, ye whelp of a demon, I’m the best that’s ever been.”
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